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Abstract of the work:

The Solar Flower has become a symbol of renewable energy for the Nordic Folkecenter and is
located in the test field. We were given two inverters and tasked with connecting the solar
array to the grid. After assessing the solar modules we discovered that the project would not
be as easy as initially anticipated. We had to troubleshoot the modules individually to figure
out the best way to proceed with the task. After adapting our original design to the real-world
conditions, we were successful in connecting the Solar Flower to the grid. We also added an
energy meter so that we can now keep track of how much energy has been produced by the
Solar Flower. This report gives the step-by-step procedure of how we were able to overcome
the obstacles of completing our task of connecting the Solar Flower to the grid.
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1 Introduction: History of the Solar Flower
There is a renewable energy school located on the border between Germany and
the Czech Republic that educates young people in the field of renewable energy
and sustainability. It was the father of one of the students that designed and built
the first Solar Flower where it remains to this day. He then had the idea to build
another Solar Flower for the Nordic Folkecenter in Denmark. The design, in which
the central object of the installation, is the sun, representing the fact that all life is
dependent on solar energy. The Solar Flower was built using the first generation
of solar panels built by the Danish company, Gaia Solar, and was installed in the
test field at the Nordic Folkecenter in 2005 but was never connected to the grid,
until now…
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2 Assessment and Troubleshooting
The first attempt to bring the Solar Flower to life was the work of Peter Jermolow,
Bastian Acevedo, and Felipe Loyola, under the supervision of, Anker Mardal, and
the direction of Jane Kruse. The initial assessment of the 36 solar modules with
the specific nominal specifications (see Figure 1), along with the name plate data
of the two inverters to be used (see Figure 2), resulted in a plan to wire two
parallel strings, each string of nine modules, to each inverter. This was the
configuration necessary to maximize the power production while staying within
the input limitations of the inverter. However, after the modules were connected
in this configuration and tested for Short Circuit Current(Isc) and the Open Circuit
Voltage(Voc), it was detected that the values measured were much lower than
expected. This could only mean that there were faults in either the wires or in the

Figure 1: The nominal specifications of the solar modules in
the Solar Flower

Figure 2: The nominal specifications of the AE Conversion
inverter

panels. At this point, each and every
module was tested individually. It was during these tests that we recognized the
production flaws of the solar modules. The first issue we discovered was that the
screws used to seal the junction box on the back of the module were made out of
the same plastic that the box is made from. After 13 years of exposure to the
weather, this type of plastic had become brittle, and the Phillips head screws
could no longer be removed because they became stripped at every attempt (See
Figure 3).
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Figure 3: The Phillips screws were destroyed when
attempting to open the juntion box

Figure 4: Notice the green corrosion that broke the
conductor from the solar cells

We found that almost half of the
modules had no significant Voc and upon further inspection we realized why. The
modules were assembled using poor quality adhesive that was only applied in the
four corners of the junction box and did not properly adhere to the plastic
junction box (See Figure 4). This left a gap between the back side of the module
and the junction box, which allowed water to get behind the junction box and
even into the wires themselves, corroding the conductors that supply the
electricity from the solar cells to the junction box. In order to open the junction
box we needed to use a hacksaw. Inside the junction box we noticed that the
corrosion spread through the adhesive and broke the conductor from the module
creating an open circuit (See Figure 5). After testing each module individually, we
found that there was 19 working solar modules. We used silicon to seal the
junction boxes of the good modules to prevent any further corrosion damage. At
this point we designed the circuit to have 2 strings of 8 modules per string, in
parallel, which would require only 1 inverter. All of the connections in the strings
were made with MC3 connectors. A custom combiner box was made to house

Figure 5: The corrosion broke the circuit inside the
connection box

Figure 6: Inside the combiner box the 2 strings of modules
were soldered in parallel as output to the inverter
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the connections between the modules and the inverter. Inside the combiner box
we used solder to connect the 2 strings in parallel and insulated the connections
with some thick insulator that we pulled off another cable (See Figure 6). The
strings were then tested individually, for Voc and Isc, then tested again after the
combiner box, in which our measurements were close to what we calculated,
insuring the integrity of the circuit.

3 Connecting the Solar Flower to the Grid
The next challenge of this project was to connect the Solar Flower to the grid. It
was fortunate for us that the wiring from the electrical panel to the Solar Flower
was already installed. Another junction box was fabricated in order to house the
connection between the inverter and the grid (See Figure 7). After connecting the
wires and turning on the circuit breaker to the grid we measured 235VAC and a
current as high as 1.84A (See Figure 8which is approximately 400W of power. Our
next step was to install an energy meter in the electrical panel to keep track for
the energy exported to the grid from the Solar Flower. After installing the energy
meter we again measured the voltage and current from the inverter and ran into
another problem, we were getting the proper voltage but we were only getting
50mA of current. We first thought that perhaps the energy meter that we

Figure 7: Inside the junction box between the inverter and the
grid

Figure 8: Measuring 1.84A of current exporting to the grid
from the Solar Flower

installed was faulty but when we
replaced it with another energy meter it still only produced 50mA. The next step
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in our troubleshooting process was to measure the Voc and Isc of the Solar Flower
before the inverter to make sure that the correct amount of power was going to
the inverter, which it was. As a final step we opened up an intermediate junction
box that is located between the junction box we made for after the inverter and
the electrical panel. It was here that we found the fault. The live wire was
corroded, so we cut out the bad part of the wire and used a new connector to
make a better connection. After this correction, when we turned the circuit
breaker back on, we again tested the power output from the inverter and again
got a reasonable amount of current. The Solar Flower is now successfully
connected to the grid and we have the means to keep track of how much energy
is being exported (See Figure 9).

Figure 9: The energy meter and
ciruit breaker connecting the Solar
Flower to the grid
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